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Significant progress in algorithmic music generation has recently resulted
from the widespread application of new and powerful methods based on deep
generative models, letting this class of data-driven approaches gradually take
over more traditional rule-based or probabilistic techniques. The musical quality
of the results is still not always sufficient to enable a widespread adoption in realistic professional scenarios. The generation system we present in [1], introduces
novelties across three dimensions: the type of data structures that are used to
describe MIDI patterns, the nature of the generative learning models, and the
strategy used to produce a whole musical piece, whose combination allows us
to generate meaningful and professionally usable streams of music. We call our
system CONLON, for Channeled Onset of Notes and Length Of Notes, and in
honor of Conlon Nancarrow (1912–1997), a pioneer of piano roll compositions.
We introduce a novel pianoroll-like pattern description, PRC , that stores velocities and durations in two separate channels. Our description does not suffer
the ambiguity between long notes and repeated occurrences of the same note
that is inherent in binary piano roll descriptions (PR). PRC is completely lossless: a quantized MIDI pattern transformed into the corresponding PRC tensor
can be recovered exactly. Additionally, it can be perceptually more robust to
reconstruction errors. A further advantage is that all the information about a
note is local, whereas in the case of PR, a convolutional network requires a wide
receptive field to infer the note duration.
As a generative model, we experiment with Wasserstein autoencoders (WAE) [4],
a type of autoencoder that is less subject to the “blurriness” problem typically
associated with variational autoencoders (VAE), which manifests itself in the
case of music patterns as large clusters of notes being played together and sometimes in swarms of short notes that are never present in the training data.
WAEs avoid this problem by pushing the expectation inside the divergence, i.e.,
penalizing a divergence D between the prior qz and the aggregated posterior
qz (z) = Ep q(z|x), where p is the data distribution. They thus minimize, with
respect to the parameters of the decoder, the quantity
min Ep Eq(z|x) c(x, G(z)) + λD(qz , pz )

q(z|x)
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where c is a reconstruction loss and λ a hyperparameter to be fixed. In all our
experiments we employed the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) for D and a
Gaussian prior for pq , and we structured the encoder and the decoder as in the
DCGAN [3] architecture.
Our generation strategy is similar to interpolation, where MIDI pseudo-songs
are obtained by concatenating patterns decoded from smooth trajectories in the
embedding space, but we formulate it as an optimization problem for exploring
the autoencoder latent space in a way that prevents abrupt transitions between
consecutively generated patterns, as well as regions with little variation. The
optimal trajectories are computed as the solution of a widest-path problem.
We tested CONLON on three datasets. ASF-4 is a set of 910 patterns of
four bars in three genres: acid jazz, soul and funk. Each pattern has 4 tracks
associated with a simple electro-acoustic quartet: drums, bass, Rhodes piano,
and Hammond organ. HP-10 is a set of 968 patterns of four bars in two genres: high-pop and progressive trance. Each pattern has 10 tracks associated with
the following instrument set: drums, bass, Rhodes, brass-synth, choir, dark-pad,
guitar, lead, pad, and strings. Both ASF-4 and HP-10 have been especially composed by two professional musicians for this study4 . The third dataset was LPD-5
(cleansed version) derived from the Lakh MIDI dataset by Dong et al. [2].
To validate the CONLON approach, we conducted three listening experiments with a group of 69 musicians. These experiments showed that musicians
find pseudo-songs generated with WAEs and PRC descriptions more useable in
music production than pseudo-songs generated with the MuseGAN model [2] and
PR descriptions, find pseudo-songs generated by WAEs with PRC descriptions
more useable than pseudo-songs generated by the same WAE with PR descriptions, and find the development over time of pseudo-songs generated with WAEs
and PRC description coherent rather than incoherent (with respect to Harmony,
Rhythm, Melody, and Interplay of instruments).
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These datasets, along with other additional materials are available at https://paolof.github.io/CONLON/.

